Influence of microwave treatment on the structure and functionality of pure amylose and amylopectin systems
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ABSTRACT

Pure granular amylose (AM) and pure granular amylopectin (waxy) starch (AP) granules have the high nutritional value in food industry. Effects of microwave treatment (400 W/g DW, 1–8 min) on the structure and properties of transgenic AM granules and AP granules were investigated in direct comparison. Microwave treatment, especially during the first 3 min, decreased the molecular weight of molecules in both the AM and the AP samples. The crystallinity of AM starch initially increased from 15.6% to 20.6%, which was associated with the formation of new V-type crystals. After that, crystallinity decreased alongside to 11.3% with the complete disruption of B-type crystals. In contrast, the crystallinity of AP starch initially decreased from 18.9% to 10.8% followed by an increase to 20.0%. Upon prolonged treatment of AM granules, the resistant starch and water solubility was significantly increased. Our data demonstrate notable different microwave-dependent reorganization patterns for pure granular AM and AP molecules as native granular systems, which is helpful to the improvement of functionality of these two starches.

1. Introduction

Starch is a natural biopolymer found as energy reserve in our most important crops including cereals, tubers, roots, fruits, and seeds, and has been applied in different industries, such as food, drug delivery, and composite biodegradable plastics. Starch has different levels of structure, including amylose and amylopectin molecules (~0.1 nm range), crystalline and amorphous lamellar structure (~10 nm range), alternating amorphous and semi-crystalline growth rings (~0.1 μm range) and starch granules (1–100 μm range) (Zhong et al., 2019). Native starch has limited industrial utilization due to a number of undesirable properties, such as water insolubility at room temperature, retrogradation and syneresis. Generally, physical/chemical/enzymatic modifications of starch improve important properties like suppressed or stimulated retrogradation and increased paste clarity and stability and thus is of major industrial interest within food, feed, paper, and textile applications (Blennow, 2018; Maniglia, Castanha, Le-Bail, Le-Bail, & Augusto, 2020; Vanier, El Halal, Dias, & da Rosa Zavareze, 2017).

Microwave treatment has gained in importance as an efficient processing protocol for clean starch modification due to its ability to achieve more uniform heating, safe handling, ease of operation, low maintenance and high efficiency in modifying starch structure to improve its functional properties (Chandrasekar, Ramanathan, & Basak, 2013; Yang et al., 2017). However, the mechanisms of microwave-induced molecular and physical alterations are still obscure and await direct comparative testing, especially for pure granular AM and AP systems.

Microwave treatment, through its high-frequency electric fields, typically induces micro movements and frictions of starch molecules (Fan et al., 2013) thereby converting electromagnetic energy into thermal energy and generating concurrent internal and external heating (Galema, 1997). It has been reported that microwave treatment can...
increase the resistant starch (RS) content (Mutlu, Kahraman, & Öztür) and gelatinization temperature of normal starch (Yang et al., 2017), and decrease the viscosity of maize pure amylopectin (AP, so-called waxy maize starch) granules (Yang et al., 2017) by inducing the disruption and rearrangement of the starch molecules (Yang et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 2019). Existing data suggest that starch molecules located in amorphous regions of the starch granule were affected initially, followed by effects on the crystalline regions (Chandrasekaran et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2017).

High-amylose (HAM) starch has drawn attention mainly due to its high RS content and excellent mechanical properties and these starch types therefore attain high value in vastly different areas, such as for bioplastics films, coating and functional food products (Guan et al., 2011; Zhong, Liu, Qu, Blennow, et al., 2020). Just like for normal starch, long-term microwave treatment of HAM starch can increase its gelatinization transition temperatures and the gelatinization temperature range, decrease swelling power, water solubility, syneresis and gelatinization enthalpy (Luo, He, Fu, Luo, & Gao, 2006). Interestingly, the structural stability of HAM starch can be improved after only a rather short-time microwave treatment (400 W g\(^{-1}\), 1 min), reflected as an increase in peak viscosity and RS content, which is suggested to be an effect of aggregation of cleaved AM chains (Zhong et al., 2019). With further treatment, the structural stability of the starch is decreased as indicated by a decrease in peak viscosity and RS content, which suggests major disordering of the crystalline regions (Zhong et al., 2019). Hence, by controlling the microwave treatment time and applied energy, the functionality of HAM starch can be altered correspondingly according to the requirements.

The structural and functional alterations of waxy starch (AP) (Yang et al., 2017), low-AM starch (Luo et al., 2006), and HAM starch (Zhong et al., 2019) resulting from microwave irradiation have been previously investigated. For AP maize starch granules, the process entailed an initial disruption of the amorphous regions followed by its destruction (Yang et al., 2017). However, the effect of microwave treatment of AM in its native, granular state remains to be investigated. Such data will gain understanding on how microwaves affect AM molecules in their pure granular state, which constitutes a much more dynamic, but also partly stable aggregated system, than AP. The recent staggering developments in crop bioengineering have now permitted the generation of very high AM contents (Blennow et al., 2013; Hebelstrup et al., 2015) and a pure AM barley mutant was previously generated (x) of microwave treatment, the samples were referred to as APx or AMx. Specifically, the moisture content of starches was measured by heating at 120 °C for 48 h. AM or AP (2.0 g, dry weight) was spread on glass petri dishes as a uniform layer, followed by injecting an appropriate amount of distilled water into the glass petri dishes by a syringe to increase the sample moisture content to 30% (w/w) with 3 h slow stirring. The weight and moisture contents were specifically set at intermediate level for easily controlling the treatment process and the comparability with the reported HAM starch systems (Zhong et al., 2019). The petri dishes were sealed and placed in the center of a microwave oven (frequency 2450 MHz, Amana Refrigeration Inc., IA, USA) with the output power of 800 W, i.e., 400 W g\(^{-1}\) DW. Treatment was performed for 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 min and a uniform treatment was secured by automatic rotation. The color gradually turned yellow from 4 min indication partial. The treated samples were collected and dried at 30 °C for 24 h prior to further analysis to decrease the humidity of samples to the similar level of native raw starches. According to the time (x) of microwave treatment, the samples were referred to as APx or AMx. For each time point, six batches were prepared, and three of them were randomly selected, pooled and mixed.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

AP granules from maize (Zea maize) (provided by Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) and AM granules extracted from a transgenic barley line with all starch branching enzymes (SBES) suppressed (Carciofi et al., 2012) were purified by alkaline method and used in this study. The purity of starches was tested by the total starch assay kit (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA). Pure AM granules were randomly selected, pooled and mixed.

2.2. Microwave treatment

Short-term microwave treatment was performed as described (Zhong et al., 2019). Specifically, the moisture content of starches was measured by heating at 120 °C for 48 h. AM or AP (2.0 g, dry weight) was spread on glass petri dishes as a uniform layer, followed by injecting an appropriate amount of distilled water into the glass petri dishes by a syringe to increase the sample moisture content to 30% (w/w) with 3 h slow stirring. The weight and moisture contents were specifically set at intermediate level for easily controlling the treatment process and the comparability with the reported HAM starch systems (Zhong et al., 2019). The petri dishes were sealed and placed in the center of a microwave oven (frequency 2450 MHz, Amana Refrigeration Inc., IA, USA) with the output power of 800 W, i.e., 400 W g\(^{-1}\) DW. Treatment was performed for 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8 min and a uniform treatment was secured by automatic rotation. The color gradually turned yellow from 4 min indication partial. The treated samples were collected and dried at 30 °C for 24 h prior to further analysis to decrease the humidity of samples to the similar level of native raw starches. According to the time (x) of microwave treatment, the samples were referred to as APx or AMx. For each time point, six batches were prepared, and three of them were randomly selected, pooled and mixed.

2.3. Size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) and iodine-binding capacity

The molecular structure of both native and debranched samples was analyzed by a size-exclusion chromatography – triple detector array SEC-TDA (Viscotek, Malvern, UK) instrument equipped with tandem GS-520HQ/GS-320HQ Shodex columns attached to a TDA302 detector array (Zhong et al., 2021). Samples (5 mg) were dissolved in 20 μL 2M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) in 4 °C overnight for gentle gelatinization of starch by alkaline, diluted to 5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) and incubated at 80 °C for 5 h. The samples were diluted to 1 mg mL\(^{-1}\), centrifuged at 20,000 g for 5 min and 50 μL supernatant injected onto the SEC-TDA system. Elution was performed using ammonium formiate (10 mM) at a flow rate of 0.5 mL min\(^{-1}\) and column temperature of 60 °C. Debranching of gelatinized samples (AP and AM were gelatinized starch dispersion in screwed tubes by heating at 99 °C and 130 °C (with high-pressure) for 1 h, respectively) was performed by adding 2 μL isoamylase and 2 μL pullulanase and incubating 5 mg mL\(^{-1}\) in sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.0) at 40 °C for 3 h. Complete debranching was verified by the point of insignificant increase in reducing ends (Doner and Irwin, 1992). Samples were diluted to 1 mg mL\(^{-1}\) before injecting to the SEC-TDA system. Linear monodisperse pullulan standards (P50, P200, Sigma Aldrich) were used for instrument calibration and permit calculation the absolute molecular weight and
hydrodynamic radii (R_h) of the native samples.

The iodine complexation of samples was analyzed using 5 mg sample powder dissolved in 0.75 mL of 4 M NaOH under vigorous stirring overnight, where after 2.25 mL MilliQ water was added. Finally, 10 μL sample was mixed with 200 μL of 10-times diluted Lugol solution (pH = 2) before measuring the absorbance at 550 and 620 nm (Carciofi et al., 2012).

2.4. High-performance anion exchange chromatography-pulsed amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD)

Enzymatic debranching was as described in section 2.3. AM or AP (10 μL, 5 mg mL⁻¹) was injected onto a CarboPac PA-200 column attached to an HPAEC-PAD (Dionex, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) system. Peak integration and detector response were performed as described (Blennow, Bay-Smidt, Wischmann, Olsen, & Møller, 1998).

2.5. Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS)

Following conditioning of the samples at a humidity chamber with 90% relative humidity by saturated KCl for 72 h, the samples were analyzed using a SAXS/Lab instrument (JX-X-ray, Copenhagen, Denmark) equipped with a 100 XL + microfocus sealed X-ray tube (Cu-Kα radiation, Rigaku, The Woodlands Texas, USA) and a 2D 300 K Pilatus detector (Dectris Ltd, Baden, Switzerland) (Zhong et al., 2021). The radially averaged intensity I is given as a function of the scattering angle 2θ in the angular range 5°–30° using 40 mA current, 40 kV voltage, and 0.1542 nm wavelength Cu Kα radiation. The relative crystallinity was calculated as described (Brückner 2000; Goldstein et al., 2016). The amorphous background scattering was estimated using a 30-cycle iterative smoothing algorithm (MATLAB, Natick, Massachusetts, USA), and the relative crystallinity was calculated:

Relative Crystallinity = Area of Peaks/Total Area

where the areas were numerically integrated using built in MATLAB functions (Brückner, 2000; Goldstein et al., 2017).

2.6. Swelling power and water solubility

Swelling power and water solubility were determined as described (Wang & Copeland, 2012). AM or AP (40 mg mL⁻¹ DW) was heated at 60 °C for 1 h, followed by cooling to 20 °C and centrifugation at 13,000 g for 20 min. The supernatant was collected and dried at 120 °C for 24 h, and the water solubility (%) was calculated as percent of the weight of the dried supernatant of the original dry weight (40 mg). Swelling power (g/g) was calculated from the ratio of the weight of the precipitate and the original weight of the sample.

2.7. In vitro digestion

The digestion of raw samples and retrograded samples (starch was gelatinized and stored at 4 °C for 1 day) was analyzed with minor modifications (Zhong et al., 2019). The gelatinization of AP and AM starches were conducted by heating at 99 °C and 130 °C for 1 h, respectively. AM or AP (100 mg), 5 mL water and 10 mL sodium acetate buffer (0.1 M, pH 5.2) were mixed by vortexing for 5 min, followed by equilibrating the mixture at 37 °C for 30 min. The reaction was initiated by adding 2.5 mL sodium acetate buffer containing 18.75 mg pancreatin and 13.4 μL amyloglucosidase into the mixture. Aliquots (0.1 mL) were taken at 20 and 120 min and the reaction terminated by adding 1 mL 95% ethanol. Released glucose content was analyzed by the Megazyme GOPOD kit. The samples digested in 0–20 min were defined as rapidly digested starch (RDS), and the starch digested in 20–120 min was defined as slowly digested starch (SDS). The remaining residues were subtracted from RDS and SDS and defined as RS.

2.8. Rheology

The dynamic rheological analysis was analyzed from gelatinized (8%, w/v) starch gels by a Discovery HR-3 Rheometer (TA Instruments, New Castle, UK) at 25 °C. The gelatinization was performed as mentioned in section 2.3. Frequency sweeps were carried out from 0.01 to 100 Hz. Rheological parameters including storage modulus (G’), loss modulus (G”), loss tangent (G’/G”), tan δ, and the modulus of complex viscosity (η*) were calculated.

2.9. Statistical analysis

WAXS analyses were performed once for each sample and all other experiments were performed in triplicates. Differences were analyzed using one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) followed by Duncan’s test (p < 0.05) in SPSS 18.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microwave-assisted molecular degradation

The molecular size distribution as analyzed by SEC-TDA of the native (not debranched) samples (Fig. 1A) showed a shift of retention volume of both the AP and the AM to higher values with the increased microwave treatment time, indicating a microwave-induced molecular scission of both types of glucan. The molecular weight (Mw) and molecular size (R_h) of AP and AM both showed sigmoidal decays and for both AP and AM, the sharp drop occurred between 3 and 4 min (Table 1). The AP sample also showed a similar decrease in iodine complexation ratio (620 nm/550 nm) (Table 1), demonstrating that the iodine complexation of AP and its Mw concomitantly decreased. In contrast, the iodine complexation of AM decreased slowly during the entire treatment period, indicating that the decrease in Mw of AM had less effect on iodine complexation. The chain length distribution (CLD) of the side chains analyzed by SEC of debranched samples (Fig. 1B), demonstrated that the CLDs of AP after debranching only had a minor decrease, whereas CLDs of the AM samples displayed a more drastic shift of the peak position to higher elution volumes.

3.2. Chain length distribution (CLD) of AP and AM side chains

HPAEC-PAD data (Fig. 2A) revealed further chain distributional details. Specifically, chains with DP > 16 were degraded to shorter chains with DP < 16, peaking at DP 11 produced after 1 min microwave treatment, whereas no more significant variation of AP CLD was found with further treatment (Fig. 2B). AM also exhibited some side chains with the peak at DP 12 after debranching, showing that some molecules in AM had partial branches (Fig. 2A). AM granules are generated by suppressing all SBEs during starch biosynthesis pathways (Carciofi et al., 2012), and ‘amylose-like’ material is produced during the amylopectin biosynthesis (Zhong, Liu, Qu, Li, Blennow, & Liu, 2020). We suggest that the branches in AM originate from the ‘amylose-like’ material. It is clear that, with increased microwave treatment time, the range of CLD in AM became narrower starting at DP 1–60 ending at DP 1–30, which implies a preferential degradation of long side chains. For AM, the microwave treatment led to significant increases in the relative content of maltoligosaccharides, i.e. chains with DP < 10 (Fig. 2B).

3.3. Crystalline dynamics of the microwave-treated samples

The change in crystalline allomorphs as deduced from WAXS data (Fig. 3) showed that all AP granules exhibited the typical signature of the A-type allomorph with two strong peaks at 20 around 15 and 23°, and an unresolved doublet at 20 = 17 and 18° (Cheetham & Tao, 1998). Microwave treatment resulted in an initial decrease in intensity of all reflections, especially for the peak at 20 = 23° in samples 0–3 min,
possibly associated with the strengthened reaggregation capacity of
2019). Interestingly, we found that the intensity of the AP granular-
hydrosomes decreased again upon further treatment (4 min), which is sup-
posed to be indicated by the enhanced reaggregation of the V-type allomorph
by amylose and endogenous uncomplexed lipids. However, further treatment
(2–8 min), resulted in the decreased intensity of the V-type allomorph, re-
decorating this allomorph possibly due to the degradation of amylose or the degradation of the lipids which in turn induce a destabilization of the V-type allomorph.

Correspondingly, for AP, we observed that the relative crystallinity decreased initially (0–3 min), followed by an increase (3–8 min) with increased microwave treatment. By contrast, the relative crystallinity of AM granules initially increased (0–2 min) and then decreased (2–8 min). Although the microwave treatments induced a molecular degradation in both AP and AM granules, significant differences between these two polysaccharides were identified. AP molecules form ordered crystalline structures due to the ability of its short side chains to form double helices that assemble in a parallel manner to form 9 nm repeated lamellar structures in the starch granule (Reutersh, 2017). Short-time microwave-assisted degradation of AP granules, i.e. 1-3 min, possibly induced the partial collapse of these crystalline lamellae and the unwinding of double helices. However, a longer microwave treatment of AP granules further degraded this type of glucan into small molecules, which became more flexible. Hence, the high-frequency microwave electric fields can lead to micro-movements of these degraded AP molecules as suggested (Fan et al., 2013) resulting in molecular reorganization of double helices. In contrast, pure AM granules are not capable to build such ordered structures, as evident from the irregular morphology and disordered lamellar structure of AM granules (Carciofi et al., 2012; Shaik, Carciofi, Martens, Helbelstrup, & Blenow, 2014, 2016; Goldstein et al., 2016). However, the low molecular size of AM granules as compared to AP granules makes it more mobile, and thus AM molecules can form new crystals in the first 2 min through microwave-assisted molecular movements. It should be noted that the original B-type crystals were also disrupted during this process. A reorganization from the original weak Vh/B-type to a stronger, mainly B-type, allomorph was identified in acid-hydrolyzed (linter) starch samples (Goldstein et al., 2016). Further degradation of AM molecules was possibly related to the production of very small maltooligosaccharides that potentially prevent the formation of large crystalline structures (Goldstein et al., 2016).

### Table 1

Molecular weight (Mw), hydrodynamic radii (R舵), and iodine-binding capacity (absorbance at 620 nm/550 nm) of microwave treated AM and AP (n = 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment time (min)</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th></th>
<th>AM</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mw × 10^7</td>
<td>R舵 (nm)</td>
<td>Iodine binding capacity</td>
<td>Mw × 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>17.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>85.9 ± 3</td>
<td>1.27 ± 0.1</td>
<td>9.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>80.3 ± 3</td>
<td>1.25 ± 0.1</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.6 ± 0.9</td>
<td>72.4 ± 3</td>
<td>1.22 ± 0.1</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.9</td>
<td>35.7 ± 3</td>
<td>1.14 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>34.1 ± 3</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.9</td>
<td>34.7 ± 3</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.9</td>
<td>31.9 ± 3</td>
<td>0.59 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0.9 ± 0.9, 0.1 ± 0.1, 0.0 ± 0.1, 0.0 ± 0.0 indicate significant differences between these two polysaccharides were identified. AP molecules form ordered crystalline structures due to the ability of its short side chains to form double helices that assemble in a parallel manner to form 9 nm repeated lamellar structures in the starch granule (Reutersh, 2017). Short-time microwave-assisted degradation of AP granules, i.e. 1-3 min, possibly induced the partial collapse of these crystalline lamellae and the unwinding of double helices. However, a longer microwave treatment of AP granules further degraded this type of glucan into small molecules, which became more flexible. Hence, the high-frequency microwave electric fields can lead to micro-movements of these degraded AP molecules as suggested (Fan et al., 2013) resulting in molecular reorganization of double helices. In contrast, pure AM granules are not capable to build such ordered structures, as evident from the irregular morphology and disordered lamellar structure of AM granules (Carciofi et al., 2012; Shaik, Carciofi, Martens, Helbelstrup, & Blenow, 2014, 2016; Goldstein et al., 2016). However, the low molecular size of AM granules as compared to AP granules makes it more mobile, and thus AM molecules can form new crystals in the first 2 min through microwave-assisted molecular movements. It should be noted that the original B-type crystals were also disrupted during this process. A reorganization from the original weak Vh/B-type to a stronger, mainly B-type, allomorph was identified in acid-hydrolyzed (linter) starch samples (Goldstein et al., 2016). Further degradation of AM molecules was possibly related to the production of very small maltooligosaccharides that potentially prevent the formation of large crystalline structures (Goldstein et al., 2016).
The effects of microwave treatment on altering the crystalline allomorph have also been reported for the potato starch system (Lewandowicz, Fornal, & Walkowski, 1997) and for amylo maize V (2010). In these cases, the WAXS profile changed from B-type to A-type, due to the partial vaporization of the water molecules in the central channel of the B-unit cell and their subsequent reorganization (Brasoveanu & Nem). However, no such transformation was found in microwave-treated A-type starch granules, like waxy and normal maize starches (Luo, 2006; Yang et al., 2017) and normal wheat starch (Lewandowicz, Jankowski, & Fornal, 2000). Hence, the microwave treatment has only the capability to induce a conversion from B- to A-type and not vice versa except after complete dissolution of amylase (Nishiyama et al., 2010).

3.4. Swelling power and water solubility

Increased treatment time suppressed the swelling power for both AP and AM (Fig. 4), which is consistent with previous studies on natural (mixed AM/AP) starch samples (Oyeyinka et al., 2019; Zeng et al., 2016). It has been suggested that the transformation of crystalline type and decreased granular crystallinity were the main reasons for the decreased swelling power of microwave-treated starch (Oyeyinka et al., 2019). However, the WAXS profiles show that the crystalline pattern of AP samples was not changed by the treatment and the crystallinity was increased in the 3–8 min period, and thus, the decreased swelling power observed for AP was likely attributed to other effects. We therefore suggest that decreased swelling power was mainly caused by molecular degradation as previously suggested (Keeratiburan, Hansen, Sontarana, Blennow, & Zhong et al., 2021). After microwave treatment, molecules in AM and AP samples were cleaved into different smaller segments, which readily aggregated, decreasing space to bind water. In comparison to AP, AM had lower swelling power all the time points. Such an effect can possibly also originate from the formation of a network surrounding the swollen granules formed by leached AM molecules during heating inhibiting the further swelling (Tester & Morrison, 1990). Therefore, microwave-treated AP and AM can have high potential in food products that require low swelling such as starch noodles (Lii & Chang, 1991).

Native AM had a lower water solubility than native AP (Fig. 4). Microwave treatment has been documented to generate soluble chains mainly composed of leached AP and short AM chains (Green, Blankenhorn, & Hart, 1975; Jackson, Waniska, & Rooney, 1989). The AM sample contained low amounts of short AM chains (Fig. 1A) leading to a low water solubility (Fig. 4). However, the microwave treatment led to an increased water solubility in both AM and AP by molecular degradation producing small soluble maltooligosaccharides. This increase was notably higher in AM than in AP (Fig. 4), an effect likely due to the higher degradation degree of AM samples (Fig. 1A) leading to leakage (Green et al., 1975; Jackson et al., 1989).

Our data can be compared to the minor effects in swelling power and water solubility observed in maize starches with different AM contents after microwave treatment when using a much lower energy (1 W g⁻¹), but somewhat longer treatment time of 20 min. Such treatment can be expected to have much lower degradation levels in comparison to our study, which was also observed.

3.5. Amylolytic digestibility

For granular AP, up to 3 min of treatment resulted in increased RDS content and decreased SDS and RS contents (Table 2), likely related to damage of crystalline granule regions (section 3.3), which can increase their enzymatic susceptibility. This effect is in agreement with previous data (Emami, Perera, Meda, & Tyler, 2012). However, a continued treatment increased the amylolytic resistance, i.e., the RDS content decreased, while the SDS content recovered to some degree (Table 2), which likely is an effect of the aggregation of AP fragments forming new crystals (Fig. 3). Starch is an important ingredient in food industry, and most starch-based foods, including bread, pasta and noodles, are stored for longer periods before selling, which affects the quality of the...
For different time periods.

Fig. 3. Effects of crystallinity and crystalline allomorphs of AP and AM as determined by WAXS. Abbreviations as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Swelling power and water solubility of AP and AM microwave-treated for different time periods.

Table 2
In vitro digestion parameters of native AP and AM treated with microwave irradiation for different time periods (n = 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment time (min)</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDS (%)</td>
<td>SDS (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>44.7 ± 4.0</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>52.4 ± 4.6</td>
<td>22.3 ± 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>57.2 ± 4.8</td>
<td>22.7 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>66.6 ± 4.6</td>
<td>17.9 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>62.5 ± 2.9</td>
<td>24.7 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>60.0 ± 1.8</td>
<td>21.9 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>56.7 ± 2.1</td>
<td>22.0 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.7</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All data are means ± standard deviation. Values with different letters in the same column are significantly different at p < 0.05.

product, like, for example, the staling of bread. Hence, how structure and nutrition change during staling is important. Due to the fact that starch-based foods are normally eaten in two days by consumers, we set a one-day retrogradation experiment. The degree of digestibility of retrograded starch is mainly related to differential arrangement of starch chains. Interestingly, our data showed that, for AP, the RS content increased within the first 3 min of treatment, followed by a reduction from the fourth min and onwards. These data indicate that the low levels of AP molecular degradation can accelerate the reorganization of AP molecules and the formation of aggregated double-helical structures, possibly by decreasing the degree of branching, increasing the amounts of V -type crystals but more likely with the molecular size and improving the rearrangement of linear segments (Zeng et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017), in agreement with the previous findings (Zeng et al., 2016). Our data suggest that the further degradation of AP did not result in additional reassociation of chains, possibly due to the weak association capacity of the shorter linear segments in these samples.

For granular AM, although new V -type crystals were formed during the disruption of B-type crystals during the first 2 min of treatment, it seems that damage of the crystalline regions still resulted in a loss of structural stability and disordering of the granules, thereby increasing its amylolytic susceptibility, as demonstrated by increased RDS and decreased SDS and RS (Table 2). With further microwave treatment, the RDS content dropped and the RS content rapidly increased, i.e., the amylolytic resistance increased. Such increase in RS was possibly due to the aggregation of highly mobile, small, hydrated AM molecules. Although most crystals were disrupted, the remaining residues formed by such small AM molecules were highly resistant, possibly due to their smaller surface area. Hence, our data suggest that the digestibility of AM granules is not directly associated with the crystallinity or the amounts of V -type crystals but more likely with the molecular weight and re-association capacity of starch molecules. Microwave-treated AM granules subsequently subjected to hydrothermal treatment and retrogradation had limited effects on the contents in RDS, SDS, and RS, and for the mildly (4 min) microwave-treated granules, showing that the degradation level observed during this period had an insignificant effect on reorganization and degradability of AM (Table 3). However, from the fourth minute, the RS content increased dramatically and RDS and SDS contents decreased, indicating that AM molecules rearranged more efficiently with decreased molecular size.

Hence, we found that in a microwave-heated native granular system, both AM and AP underwent an initial increase in amylolytic susceptibility (RDS) whereafter it decreased down to the level of native starch (AM) or slightly above this level (AP). Such increase in amylolytic susceptibility is related to the erosion of granular structure (Zhang, Chen,
soluble and re-associated molecules, as starch granules are fully disordered increased (Zhong et al., 2019). This indicates a protecting role of AP in the crystalline parts (Yang et al., 2017). Our data suggest that for relatively high irradiation energy (400 W g⁻¹), the disruption of the amorphous regions could not be monitored and only the effects on the crystalline parts were recorded. Specifically, the microwave treatment resulted in the degradation of starch molecules, thereby inducing a rearrangement of the crystalline structure while the granule integrity was preserved (Fig. S1). However, due to their molecular and physical differences, AP and AM displayed different modifications in their crystalline structure.

Highly branched AP molecules, also characterized by having a large molecular size, can build an ordered coherent backbone structure thereby contributing to an ordered crystalline structure and a regular granular morphology. Therefore, when pure AP molecules are cleaved and disrupted by microwave irradiation, the crystallinity is decreased. However, when AP molecules are further degraded, the cleaved segments, with much lower molecular size, gain in mobility these can migrate under the high-frequency electric fields and reaggregate resulting in recovered crystallinity.

In contrast, small-size AM molecules are normally present in the normal starch granules. Although pure AM molecules also generated granules in barley, the granules were irregular and highly aggregated and with no lamellar peak (Goldstein et al., 2016), demonstrating a disordered internal structure of AM. Therefore, as AM molecules were degraded by microwave irradiation, the B-type crystalline allomorph was quickly disrupted, demonstrating the instability and strain of AM within these granules. An interesting effect is the formation of Vh-type crystals, which is likely attributed to the high flexibility of AM molecules, especially degraded AM segments, within the granular matrix. Hence, we suggest a new possibility of high gelatinization temperature typical for HAM starch. Due to the high AM content, new and more stable crystals are formed during heating, thereby increasing the thermal resistance of AM. However, upon further treatment, B-type crystals are completely destroyed and partial Vh crystals are also disrupted, which is mainly associated with the further cleavage of AM molecules.

Using the same microwave power (400 W g⁻¹), high AM (50%) starch underwent similar degradation and aggregation of the AM fraction after a 1-min microwave treatment (Zhong et al., 2019). However, in the HAM starch system, the molecular degradation did not further proceed with further microwave treatment, although the crystalline disordering increased (Zhong et al., 2019). This indicates a protecting role of AP in the HAM system which is not present in the pure AM system. A similar effect was found in AP in this study and a previous study (Yang et al., 2017), showing a high degradation resistance of starch containing AP. Hence, we suggest, under the microwave treatment, the degradation in starch granules is increased with the increase of amylose.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment time (min)</th>
<th>AP</th>
<th>AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDS</td>
<td>SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>56.8 ± 30.5 ± 12.8 ± 19.4 ± 35.8 ± 44.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>56.8 ± 30.5 ± 12.8 ± 19.4 ± 35.8 ± 44.8 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>62.0 ± 20.7 ± 17.3 ± 17.2 ± 36.4 ± 46.3 ± 0.4</td>
<td>62.0 ± 20.7 ± 17.3 ± 17.2 ± 36.4 ± 46.3 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>55.8 ± 23.7 ± 20.5 ± 19.6 ± 33.3 ± 47.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>55.8 ± 23.7 ± 20.5 ± 19.6 ± 33.3 ± 47.1 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>53.1 ± 21.8 ± 25.1 ± 22.5 ± 33.5 ± 44.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>53.1 ± 21.8 ± 25.1 ± 22.5 ± 33.5 ± 44.0 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52.8 ± 24.2 ± 23.0 ± 21.1 ± 30.2 ± 48.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>52.8 ± 24.2 ± 23.0 ± 21.1 ± 30.2 ± 48.8 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>57.7 ± 20.7 ± 21.6 ± 13.5 ± 25.2 ± 64.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>57.7 ± 20.7 ± 21.6 ± 13.5 ± 25.2 ± 64.0 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>43.5 ± 44.1 ± 12.3 ± 6.3 ± 26.5 ± 67.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>43.5 ± 44.1 ± 12.3 ± 6.3 ± 26.5 ± 67.0 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All data are means ± standard deviation. Values with different letters in the same column are significantly different at p < 0.05.

### 3.6. Rheological characteristics

The rheological behavior of starch gels depends on the nature of soluble and re-associated molecules, as starch granules are fully disrupted following previous heating. The rheology of AP was not altered by a mild (1–2 min) microwave treatment, i.e., all rheological parameters including storage modulus (G′), loss modulus (G″), loss tangent (G′/G″), tan δ, and the modulus of complex viscosity (η*) for AP0, AP1 and AP2 were similar (Fig. 6). With further treatment, G′, G″, and η* of AP started to decline, reflecting a general decrease of the strengths of the AP gels (Franck, 2004, pp. 1–17; Sun, Sun, Wang, Sánchez-Soto, & Schiraldi, 2018). Samples treated for 3–4 min exhibited higher tan δ than the original granules, indicating the formation of a plastic gel system (Franck, 2004; Sun et al., 2018). Although 5–6 min of microwave treatments showed low tan δ at low frequency, they had the highest increase in tan δ with increased frequency, hence showing the strongest deformability of the AP granules. Therefore, the molecular degradation of AP by microwave irradiation decreased the gel strength, but increased the plastic behavior and deformability at longer treatment times.

The G′ of the AM gels initially increased (Fig. 5), showing that microwave irradiation can also increase the strengths of AM gels, although G″ started to decrease with further treatment, possibly due to the weak capacity of highly degraded AM molecules on forming gel network. Treatment for 2 and 3 min resulted in higher G′ than the original and mildly treated granules indicating that longer treatment generated viscoelastic systems with higher energy dissipation (viscosity or plasticity) under deformation. However, G″ decreased below the value of the original sample on extensive treatment (6- and 8-min treatments) demonstrating a very low viscosity. The value of tan δ was similar in all AM samples, except for the 8 min sample, suggesting that the microwave irradiation had a limited effect on the elastic and plastic behavior of the AM gels. Just as for the G′ and G″, the complex modulus η* initially increased (0–3 min) and then decreased with longer (3–8 min) microwave treatment. Hence, the strength of AM gels can be increased by a 1–2 min microwave treatment, while longer treatment times continuously decreased the strengths of AM gels.

### 3.7. The comparison of effects of microwave treatment on the structure of AP and AM

Our data for pure granular AM and AP systems suggest that short-term (1 min) microwave irradiations at moderate (400 W g⁻¹) regimes mostly affect the crystalline parts for both systems (Fig. 6). For a granular AP system treated at relatively low (160 W g⁻¹) irradiation energy, it has been shown that the amorphous region is first affected, followed by changes in the crystalline parts (Yang et al., 2017). Our data suggest that for relatively high irradiation energy (400 W g⁻¹), the disruption of the amorphous regions could not be monitored and only the effects on the crystalline parts were recorded. Specifically, the microwave treatment resulted in the degradation of starch molecules, thereby inducing a rearrangement of the crystalline structure while the granule integrity was preserved (Fig. S1). However, due to their molecular and physical differences, AP and AM displayed different modifications in their crystalline structure.

Highly branched AP molecules, also characterized by having a large molecular size, can build an ordered coherent backbone structure thereby contributing to an ordered crystalline structure and a regular granular morphology. Therefore, when pure AP molecules are cleaved and disrupted by microwave irradiation, the crystallinity is decreased. However, when AP molecules are further degraded, the cleaved segments, with much lower molecular size, gain in mobility these can migrate under the high-frequency electric fields and reaggregate resulting in recovered crystallinity.

In contrast, small-size AM molecules are normally present in the normal starch granules. Although pure AM molecules also generated granules in barley, the granules were irregular and highly aggregated and with no lamellar peak (Goldstein et al., 2016), demonstrating a disordered internal structure of AM. Therefore, as AM molecules were degraded by microwave irradiation, the B-type crystalline allomorph was quickly disrupted, demonstrating the instability and strain of AM within these granules. An interesting effect is the formation of Vh-type crystals, which is likely attributed to the high flexibility of AM molecules, especially degraded AM segments, within the granular matrix. Hence, we suggest a new possibility of high gelatinization temperature typical for HAM starch. Due to the high AM content, new and more stable crystals are formed during heating, thereby increasing the thermal resistance of AM. However, upon further treatment, B-type crystals are completely destroyed and partial Vh crystals are also disrupted, which is mainly associated with the further cleavage of AM molecules.

Using the same microwave power (400 W g⁻¹), high AM (50%) starch underwent similar degradation and aggregation of the AM fraction after a 1-min microwave treatment (Zhong et al., 2019). However, in the HAM starch system, the molecular degradation did not further proceed with further microwave treatment, although the crystalline disordering increased (Zhong et al., 2019). This indicates a protecting role of AP in the HAM system which is not present in the pure AM system. A similar effect was found in AP in this study and a previous study (Yang et al., 2017), showing a high degradation resistance of starch containing AP. Hence, we suggest, under the microwave treatment, the degradation in starch granules is increased with the increase of amylose.
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content in such granules, due to the greater protection effect of amylopectin on granular stability. However, the increase of amylose content also results in the increase the mobility of linear small segments, thereby leading to the re-association of these segments and affecting the crystalline type. However, it worth mentioning that the amylolytic digestibility of starch granules under the microwave treatment is not linearly correlated with the crystallinity. Instead, we suggest that the Mw of degraded starch molecules plays a more important role on the amylolytic resistance of starches. However, the underlying mechanism is not fully explained in this study and need to be further explored in the future.

3.8. The effects of microwave treatment on the functionality of pure AP and AM systems

Our data demonstrate that a microwave treatment can increase the water solubility and decrease the swelling power of both AP and AM separately. The effect on the water solubility was the most dominant. For AP, treatment weakened the strength of AP gels (3–4 min treatment), but increased the plastic behavior and deformability (6–8 min treatment). In contrast, short-time microwave treatment of AM increased the gel strength, whereas its effect on the elastic and plastic behavior of the gel was limited. Initially, the amylolytic susceptibility was increased for both AP and AM and then it decreased as an effect of re-association of the glucan fragments produced during treatment. As expected, re-associated AM molecules were more resistant to amylase hydrolysis than re-associated AP molecules, as demonstrated by the increase in RS.

Fig. 5. Rheological characteristics of AP and AM treated for different time periods. Abbreviations as in Fig. 1.
in the AM system and the increase of SDS in the AP system. The effect on amyloytic resistance was highly related to the treatment time. The enzymatic resistance of AP increased within the first 3 min to reach a maximum, while the enzymatic resistance of AM started increasing from the fourth minute whereafter the resistance kept increasing with treatment time.

4. Conclusion

The effects of relatively high-energy microwave treatment on the structure and functional properties of native granular pure AM and AP systems were compared. The treatments resulted in the degradation of AM and AP molecules in both samples. The crystallographic data confirmed the high level of AM degradation and aggregation and the structure and functional properties of native granular pure AM and AP molecules in both samples. The crystallographic data showed that AM re-aggregation without involving AP (like for a typical starch granule) was not capable of stabilizing the granular structure. With further treatment, AM degraded the granular AM system but the crystallinity started decreasing, showing that the crystalline regions of AM were mainly damaged by the microwave irradiation. In contrast, the crystallinity in the AP granular system first decreased followed by an increase upon further irradiation, reflecting that in contrast to AM, AP underwent a different structural change. Hence, our study demonstrated specific and dynamic structural changes of AM and AP granular systems under microwave treatment and their different changes in molecular and physical characteristics. Different experimental conditions including microwave power, moisture content and sample weight, will affect the outcome of the product structures. However, we suggest that the structural transformation process of AM and AP granular starches under microwave irradiation follows the same process as shown in this study. Hence, the information is helpful for industries to further improve the functionality, like enhancing resistant starch content and improving water solubility and gel strength of AM and AP by controlling the extent of microwave treatment.
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